
Now with the InfoWater Pro Suite you can have all these benefits in one place at a much lower 

price point. InfoWater Pro has recently bundled additional features such as, Unidirectional Flushing, 
Multi-Species Water Quality Analysis, and the time saving Demand Analyst, all helping you to better 
manage your water systems more effectively and confidently.

InfoWater Unidirectional Flushing (UDF) supports and manages more effective flushing programs 
compared to conventional flushing methods. This improves water quality, increases system capacity, 
and extends the life of your water supply system, all while maintaining regulatory compliance.

InfoWater UDF allows for easy Field Journal (flush book) creation that helps field crews locate pipes 
to be flushed, valves to be closed, and the resulting water quality improvements as modeled by 
UDF. Making it easier to document, organize and manage the data coming in for the pressure, flow, 
volume, duration and water quality of the flushing systems.

InfoWater Pro Suite
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Get more tasks done with better efficiency and accuracy



InfoWater Multi-Species Analysis (MSX) ) is unique 

in that it tracks multiple water quality parameters, 
allowing you to input mathematical models of 
physical, chemical, and biological reactions in the bulk 
water and pipe surfaces. InfoWater MSX is flexible 
enough to track complex reactions between chemical 
and biological contaminants or simply trace where 
different source water is flowing within your model. 

Finally, Demand Analyst takes Demand 
Allocation to the next level by directly 
integrating with an AMI meter timeseries 
database. Now, not only can various meter 
demands be allocated and categorized, but 
historical meter data can be analyzed to extract 
more accurate patterns.  

By drawing and importing patterns instead of having to manually create those patterns, days of 
work can be cut from model creation. In addition to the difficulties of mapping meter data to model 
junctions, it can be a very tedious task for engineers to develop the usage patterns for varying 
demand types. Once completed, this is rarely updated from measurements due to the lengthy and 
tedious process. 

Demand Analyst imports a single demand value from each meter, while analyzing historic demands 
from each meter and extracts patterns (based on meter type) and demand values. These are then 
easily imported into an InfoWater Demand set, which can be done on a monthly or seasonal basis
with little effort.
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About Innovyze
Innovyze is a global leader in building innovative, industry-leading software for the water industry for 

over 35 years. Innovyze serves thousands of clients including the largest utilities, ENR design firms, 

consultancies and refining plants around the world.  Learn more at www.innovyze.com

SuitePro

To learn more about how 
these advanced tools can 
vastly improve the water 
quality delivered to your 
customers, visit:

 InfoWater Pro Suite  >

Using these three tools (Unidirectional Flushing, Demand Analyst and Multi-Species Analysis) 
within InfoWater Pro Suite, you can solve more problems with your hydraulic models.

The unidirectional flushing system improves field crews’ workflows and finds more effective 
methods to serve our communities. MSX allows for water quality problems to be accurately, 
modeled, pinpointed, and addressed faster than ever before. And Demand Analyst saves time 
calibrating and creating new models.

https://www.innovyze.com/en-us/products/infowater/infowater-pro-apps

